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The photography of Robert Giard: portraits, landscapes, still lifes, and figurative work. by Robert Giard
East Hampton NY Star 1987-Apr-Aug - Old Fulton History
Terri Romance: Paintings by Enriquillo Beautiful women portraits, landscapes and still life. chili peppers, kokopelli, petroglyphs, flora and fauna Robert Glenn
The Painter's The Robert Giard Foundation - How to apply
Can you photograph a myth? Expansive exhibit of more than 100 historic art works in exhibits that.. Group exhibit of amazing photorealistic paintings landscapes, still lifes and sensual nudes, Portraits of Gay and Lesbian Jewish Writers, selected portraits from Robert Giard's two-decade-long projects
Needs Assessment Document - National LGBT Museum
The photography of Robert Giard: portraits, landscapes, still lifes, and figurative work by Robert Giard Unknown, 95 Pages, Published 2006. ISBN-10: